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I am fed up with that snail, 

His shadow strides, mocking smiles 

As a tiny lamb wades through a muddy-line 

I get knee-deep in him, unable to leap 

No dreads but his slow treads cast me pale. 

 

The likes of mine tell not many a happy tale 

Mirage played with my happy life 

Murky shades colored my dreams  

Unguarded against names if called “bastard” 

Can I relent when I am a fire gale? 

 

Both used to lure the girl and she left a trail 

I no longer wanted more and more bastard names. 

The three receive my gifts, a lasting slumber 

The weary cell, its creaky grills, 

Beckon the slow guest  

Once mocked, relieve at five he will 

Blacken my tale. 
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